Committee on House and Governmental Affairs

Will meet at:  9:30 A.M.  Date:  May 21, 2003

Location:  Committee Room 3

Remarks:

HCR 109  FUTRELL  TRANSPORTATION DEPT:  Creates a special commission to evaluate the funding and efficiency of the Department of Transportation and Development

HB 638  PERKINS  INSURANCE COMMISSIONER:  (Constitutional Amendment)  Provides that the separation of powers provision of the constitution shall not apply to appointment of the commissioner of insurance, if the office is made appointive by the legislature as authorized by the const

HB 1318  PERKINS  INSURANCE COMMISSIONER:  Provides for appointment of the commissioner of insurance

HB 1680  MURRAY  GOVERNMENT ORGANIZATION:  Places the Department of Economic Development in the office of the lieutenant governor and provides for certain powers of the lieutenant governor relative to the department

HB 359  BRUNEAU  REAPPORTIONMENT:  Provides relative to use of divided precincts in school board redistricting

HR 11  MORRELL  HOUSE/RULES:  Provides that an elected member of the Committee on Appropriations may appoint a designee under certain circumstances

HR 25  TRICHE  HOUSE/RULES:  Provides for the composition of the Committee on Appropriations

HB 1576  MURRAY  LEGISLATIVE EMPLOYEE:  Provides criteria for legislative assistants to be eligible for participation in state group benefits, the state employees’ retirement system, and other benefits

HB 314  PITRE  PUBLIC MEETINGS:  Requires certain public bodies to e-mail certain information about public meetings if such bodies have the capability

SB 440  MOUNT  LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR:  Changes certain aspects of the SERVE Commission.

SB 63  HOLLIS  SENATE:  Corrects various statutes to reflect the correct name of the Senate Commerce Committee.

SB 889  HAINKEL  PUBLIC EMPLOYEES:  Provides for removal of public employees for conviction of a felony. (gov sig)

CHARLES D. LANCASTER, JR.  Chairman